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DESIGN OF AIR AND GAS DISTRIBUTORS 
RETORT NO. 3 

Ie INTRODUCTION 

Air and recycle gas distributing systems have a profound effect 
upon operability and product yields when processing oil shale 
in the Gas-Combustion Retort. At Anvil Points, a considerable 
effort was expended to identify needs and criteria of these 
distribution systems. 

Analysis of experimental work in Retorts No. 2 and 3 and cold 
flow models showed that the significant aspects of each system
related to the type of distributor needed, the amount and 
shape of hardware in the shale bed, and ability to properly 
proportion the flow of air and gas through the distributor 
and its attendant hardware into the shale bed. 

This memorandum will review the criteria developed for the 
design of operable and high yield air and gas distributors 
and the methods to proportion the flow of air and gas in Retort 
No.3. 

Structural needs will also be reviewed as they relate to 
Retort No. 3 experiences. 
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II. 	 SUW1ARY 

Proper introduction of air and recycle gas into a Gas-Combustion 
Retort is a major problem to be resolved when engineering the 
design of retorts. Two types of distributors, one for air and 
one for recycle gas, were developed at Anvil Points. The air 
distributor was most critical in that it was sensitive to 
processing conditions. 

Many design factors were found to influence the potential 
success of a distributor installation in Retort No.3. These 
factors, listed below, are grouped in two categories; distri 
bution hardware, and air and gas proportioning. Through the 
proper application of these criteria, operable and high product
yield air and recycle gas distributing systems can be designed
for any retort cross-sectional shape. 

The details of applying these criteria to the design of the 
Retort No. 3 air and recycle gas distributors are developed in 
this memorandum. 

A. 	 Distributor Hardware 

1. 	 Air Distributors 

a. 	 Riser type distributors must be incorporated in 
the design of the air distribution system. 

b. 	 The air distributor layout ve.ries for each size 
range of shale, the number of risers in a given 
bed area being determined by combustion intensity 
characteristics as developed during Retort No. 2 
operation. 

c. 	 Spacing of risers must be designed in accord 
\.J'i th air penetration capabilities for each size 
range of shale. 

d. 	 The shape and spacing of horizontal headers or 
hardware must be designed to promote shale flow. 

e. 	 Headers must be designed which are structurally
capable of supporting large quantities of shale 
(i.e. clinkers) during upset conditions and 
withstanding forces resulting from resistance 
to shale flow. 

f. 	 Riser distributors must be reinforced to accept
bending moments at high temperatures. 
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2. 	 Recycle Distributors 

a. 	 Horizontal distributors similar to perforated 
pipes are satisfactory for recycle gas distribution 

b. 	 The shape and spacing of horizontal headers or 
hardware must be designed to promote shale flow 
and in accord with gas penetration capabilities. 

c. 	 Headers must be designed which are !:;tructurally 
capable of withstanding loading resulting from 
resistance to shale flow. 

B. 	 Air and Gas Proportioning 

1. 	 Air flow must be distributed uniformly from the 
injection points into the shale bed. 

2. 	 Recycle gas flow must be distributed uniformly 
throughout the shale bed area. 

3. 	 Relatively isothermal air and gas conditions must 
exist within the distributing length of the headers 
at the outlet ports to minimize gas flow maldistribution. 

4. 	 Air and recycle gas velocities, at their point of 
entry into the shale bed, must be limited to less than 
100 feet per second or baffled to prevent shale size 
degradation. 
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III. DISCUSSION 

Gas distributing systems employed in Retort No. 3 were designed 
using principles developed and tested when operating Retort 
NO.2. Essentially, riser type distributors were necessary for 
air, and horizontal perforated pipe type distributors were 
satisfactory with recycle gas. See Figures 1 and 2. 

Early in Stage I, several methods of designing air and recycle 
gas distributors were reviewed for retorting needs. The Bureau 
of Mines, when operating Retorts No.1, 2 and 3 had tested many 
types of distributors. Several publications were also reviewed 
on the use of gas distributors in lime kilns for similar 
application. 

At Anvil Points, the use of a simple horizontal perforated 
pipe or sparger configuration was selected for initial Retort 
No. 2 operation to distribute and proportion both air and recycle 
gas. This system offered a considerable number of structural 
advantages. 

Mechanical model work was initiated to identify shale flow, gas 
flow, and gas penetration potentials with this type of distribu
tor for the various shale sizes. These studies are reported in 
early Monthly Progress Memoranda and Technical Memoranda 
(References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). 

During early tests of Retort No.2, the sparger type distributor 
was found to be adeguate for recycle gas. 

Severe process limitations developed using the perforated pipe 
distributor for air injection in the combustion zone. These 
limitations are discussed in References 12 and 16. 

The riser type distributor was developed at that time for air 
distrIbution service (Reference 16). It has remained the 
standard means of distributing air into the shale bed for 
Retorts No.2 and No.3, (References 7, 10 and 12). 

Figure 1 shows the initial installation of the air distributors 
and recycle gas designed for Retort No.3; Figure 2 shows the 
details. These systems were designed for retorting 1 to 2 1/2
inch shale. 

A. Design Criteria 

1. Air Distributors 

Figures 3 and 4 show several potential air distributor 
layouts for a number of varying shale size ranges 
which had been proposed for Retort No. 3 testing.
A large number of configurations is possible. 
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The basic design criteria for air distributors were 
developed at Anvil Points. These criteria must be 
used to design both operable and high yield potential
air distribution systems. These criteria are: 

a. 	 Due to the varying combustion intensity generated
for each shale size range at a riser outlet and 
the need to moderate it to acceptable temperature 
levels, certain air injection limitations per
riser have been established. This, in turn, is 
relatable to the square feet of bed to be served 
by a riser. While no exhaustive studies have been 
made to completely define the limits suggested, 
the following bed area to riser ratios are 
deemed optimum based on Retort No. 2 experience. 

Bed Area To Riser Ratio 

Shale Size Range 	 Ratio 

1/4 to 1 Inch Range .8 to 1.25 sq ft/riser 
1/4 to 2 1/2 Inch Range 1.25 to 1.67 sq ft/riser
1 to 2 1/2 Inch Range 1.67 to 2.25 sq ft/riser 

b. 	 For a given size range of shale, riser spacing
is determined by the air penetration potential 
into a shale hed flowing sweep gas (Reference 8). 
Penetration values were determined with shale 
fractions slightly different from those listed. 
Penetrations, in all cases, are conservative. 

Air Penetration Into Shale Bed 

Shale Size Range Design Penetration (Hax.) 

1/4 to 1 Inch Shale 4 to 5 Inches 
1/4 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 9 Inches 
1 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 12 Inches 

Some overlapping and gapping of patterns is 
permissible. However, if spacing is too wide, 
unretorted shale passes through the retort. If 
the spacing is too narrow, shale flow stoppages 
will occur if agglomerates are present in the 
shale bed. A highly unsymmetrical spacing is 
also undesirable as it may generate local high 
temperature in the combustion zone and create 
clinkers. 
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c. 	 For a given size range of shale, lateral clearance 
must be provided betueen horizontal headers or 
manifolds to permit uninterrupted shale flow 
(Reference 1) (Figure 2). 

Shale Flow Clearance Requirements 

Header And 
Hanifo1d fUnimum 

Shale Size Range ~~earance Requirements 

1/4 to 1 Inch Shale 3 Inches 

1/4 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 8 Inches 

1 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 10 Inches 


These clearances were determined with shale 
fractions slightly different from those listed. 
Clearances are, in all cases, conservative. 

d. 	 Four other important design factors were found 
through experimentation! 

(1) 	 A vertical clearance of approximately 20 
inches was required between the air injection 
slot and nearest horizontal header or 
manifold members. More or less clearance 
created inoperable conditions. (Reference 
14) • 

(2) 	 The area restriction in the lower portion of 
the combustion zone, due to t~e air distri 
buting hardware, must be as small as possible. 
Bed area restrictions less than 4% are 
acceptable (References 12 and 16). 

(3) 	 The area restriction in the shale cooling 
zone, due to the air header and manifold 
hardtY'are (Figure 2) I should be held at a 
reasonable level (~eference 12). The 
suggested maximum restriction is 15%. While 
no experimental work was performed to 
establish this value, Retort No. 2 headers 
utilized up to 14 1/2% of the bed and were 
found operable. 

(4) 	 At the point of entry of air into the shale 
bed, air velocity through the riser slot 
should not exceed 100 feet per second 
(Reference 12). 

From the above desi1n criteria and those in the Summary, 
the Retort No. 3 riser layouts, and to some extent 
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their shape, were determined (Reference 9). Retort 
No. 3 had 60 square feet of cross-sectional area. 
Therefore i the range in the number of risers which 
should have been operative, based on Retort No. 2 
experience, for each shale fraction and the actual 
number selected for testing in Retort No. 3 are as 
follows~ 

Riser Selection 

Range In Actually 
Optimum Number Tested In 

Shale Range Of Risers Retort No.3 

1/4 to 1 Inch Shale 48 - 75 36 and 54 
1/4 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 36 - 48 36 and 54 
1 to 	2 1/2 Inch Shale 27 - 36 36 

Two inch pipes, capped p and slotted, were used as 
risers to develop (see Figure 2): 

1. 	 A bed with less than a 4% area restriction due 
to hardware in the combustion zone. 

2. 	 Slot velocities of approximately 50 feet per
second at the riser outlets with a reasonable 
slot width (7/16 inch) (to prevent shale from 
falling into the riser). 

Three air headers were designed using 4 inch pipe 
which utilized 11% of the bed area in the shale 
cooling zone. 

Operating problems developed in Retort No. 3 when 
testing 1/4 to 1 inch shale with the 54 riser dis
tributor layout due to the formation of agglomerates 
and clinkers. l'1hen these masses were large enough 
to lodge in the air distributor hardware, the retort 
became inoperable and was shut down. 

Efforts were made to open the riser and manifold 
spacing to alleviate this condition by using a 36 
riser configuration. 

This approach was partially successful in that the 
flow of larger agglomerates through the hardware 
was promoted. However, serious losses in product
yield were experienced as riser spacing was increased 
beyond the limits indicated by air penetration 
criteria and beyond the number of ri sers 'tlaA reduced 
below the suggested optimum range. 
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Good yields in the retort will only be realized if 
the distributor design criteria presented have been 
followed to ensure uniform temperature distribution. 

The need to eliminate agglomerate formation in the 
shale bed above the air distributor level is 
paramount. 

2. 	 Recycle Distributors 

Criteria for the design of the recycle headers were 
found to be less rigorous than that for air headers. 
The use of a shaped perforated pipe proved acequate
for distributing recyole gas (Referenoes 9 and 13) 
(see Figure 1 and 2). No header changes were 
neoessary as shale ranges ohanged. 

The use of the following oriteria will develop 
operable reoycle headers. 

a. 	 r1aximum spaoing of recycle gas headers is 
governed by the penetration of gas into a shale 
bed with no sweep gas. A conservative maximum 
value of 20 inohes for gas penetration has been 
found experimentally (Reference 11). This gas
penetration value was developed \,li th 1/4 to 1 
inch shale. It may be used for all raw shale 
ranges due to size degradation occurring in 
spent shale discharge from the retort. 

b. 	 rUnimum clearanoe between a recyole header and 
the adjacent wall must be at least 21 inohes 
to prevent shale flow hindranoe (Referenoe 13). 

o. 	 The top of a recycle header must be shaped or 
streamlined to promote shale flow. An inverted 
"V tI shaped top with a 400 inoluded angle was 
satisfaotory (Reference 13). 

d. 	 Minimum olearance between recyole headers is 
governed primarily by eoonomios. A minimum 
clearanoe of 15 inohes is suggested. (Header
layout with this small a clearanoe, however, 
will beoome very costly to install.) 

e. 	 When recyole headers are parallel with air 
headers, their oenter lines must be in the same 
vertioal planes to prevent shale flow and gas
flow interaotions or channeling (Referenoe 15). 
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f. 	 When recycle headers are located in the shale 
bed above the jrawoff system, the lower member 
of the header must clear the top of the drawoff 
system by at least 4 1/2 feet to develop an 
adequate calming height (Reference 13). 

Using these criteria and those in the Summary, the 
number, location, and to some extent the shape of the 
recycle headers were established (see Figures 1 and 
2). Four recycle headers on 24 inch centers were 
initially installed. The two end headers each served 
30% of the bed and the two center headers served 20% 
of the bed. The original installation of three air 
headers over four recycle headers, see Figure 2, 
developed an unsymmetrical header alignment. This 
initial header installation was tested with 1/4 to 
1, 1/4 to 2 1/2 and 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fractions. 

Due to process operating problems with 1/4 to 1 inch 
shale, the number of recycle headers was reduced to 
three and these and the three air headers were 
aligned to minimize potential shale flow, gas flow, 
and hardware interactions (Reference 15). Cold 
shale flow patterns were better with this configuration
(Reference 13). 

During later experimentation with 1/4 to 1 inch and 
1/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale, the three air headers were 
rotated 900 to be perpendicular to the three air recycle 
headers (Reference 18). 

B. 	 Structural Needs 

Many structural factors must be considered in the detailed 
design of both air and gas headers in a retort. Some of 
these requirements are self-explanatory. Where special
conditions exist, they are explained to assist in their 
design. 

1. 	 Headers 

Headers carry the gas or air across the retort for 
distribution to discharge ports, manifolds, or risers. 

a. 	 Header casing must have a sufficient section 
modulus to withstand vertical and horizontal 
shale forces at high temperatures and upset 
conditions. 

Forces due to shale in the retort have been 
developed and reported in Technical 
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l~emorandum Uo. 67-31, IlLoadings Imposed 
On Horizontal Retort Internals. 11 Air 
headers must also be capable of supporting 
clinkers and the bed above with the stress 
concentration localized between pairs of 
riser manifolds. This need does not exist 
for recycle headers. 

b. 	 Metal temperatures of the air headers should 
be set at 1100 F for design purposes. 

c. 	 ~!J.etal temperatures of the recycle header may 
reach 1000 F for periods of one hour during 
upsets or shutdo't'ln. Normal operating temperatures
will be 500 F or less. 

High temperatures occur when required to 
remove shale from the retort with little 
or no recycle gas as a coolant. 

d. 	 Provision must be made for expansion in length
of the headers due to temperature changes. 
Floating headers ~lere used in Retorts No. 2 and 
No.3. 

e. 	 Provision must be made for expansion due to 
thermal gradients across the height of a header. 

This will become serious when a commercial 
sized element is cesigned. The top of the 
header "Till be considerably hotter than the 
lower portion. 

f. 	 Headers must be shaped to promote shale flow 
and prevent bridging. 

A considerable amount of cold flow test 
work has been completed and reported at 
Anvil Points. Shaping becomes more impor
tant as the width of a header increases. 
Recycle headers in Retort No. 3 were 6 
inches ·vlide \'rith an inverted ItV II top; air 
headers were 4 1/2 inches wide with a 
round top. Air headers in larger units 
will of necessity become wioer than 4 1/2 
inches and require a more streamlined shape. 

g. 	 Air and recycle headers must be designed to 
accommodate internal cleaning in place. 

This is most easily accomplished from the 
floating end of the header. 
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h. 	 Air headers for Retort Po. 3 were fabricated of 
Type 316 stainless steel. Recycle headers were 
fabricated from carbon steel plate. Both metals 
were adequate for their service needs - other 
less expensive metals may be suitable for the 
air distributors. Service t~~perature, corrosive, 
and erosive conditions must be considered. 

1. 	 Design consideration must be given to methods of 
header removal for replacement and repairs. 

Due to the amount of hardware in a retort, 
removal of headers through the retort wall 
appears most feasible. 

Most structural damage will occur to the 
risers. Access to and easy replacement of 
risers must be provided. 

j. 	 Spare headers, risers, and manifolds \17ill be 
required for any commercial venture. 

Designs incorporating standard readily
available components will facilitate this 
program. 

k. 	 Headers and risers will require a large amount 
of hardware, special shapes, and intricate 
fabrication. A considerable design effort is 
warranted to simplify fabrication and installa
tion procedures with resulting cost savings. 

2. 	 Isothermal Design 

A review of the flow calculations will show that 
isothermal conditions are presumed at all discharge 
ports and riser orifices. This is a necessary con
dition to equally proportion gas flows at all discharge
points. 

Gas flows from orifices or ports follow the equation
W= KA~PAP/T. This generalization was employed in 
Retorts No. 2 and No. 3 to redistribute gases in 
both air and recycle headers when changing their 
locations or configuration. 

Using this equation, it is possible to calculate the 
percentage of maldistribution of gas discharge along 
a header due to temperature variations. Air and 
recycle gas will be heated as it travels through the 
headers across the retort bed. It is desirable to 
minimize flow maldistribution by temperature variation 
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within practical design limits. Flow calculations 
for the Retort No. 3 headers indicate that more gas 
flows from the far end ports of the headers. Heating 
of the gas along the headers will decrease the port 
flow for equivalent pressure drops. The two balance 
at the 2% to 2 1/2% range which is equivalent to a 
temperature rise of a~proximately 35 F. An additional 
temperature rise may be tolerated, therefore, without 
jeopardizing operations. In any event, since variations 
in header designs will be as numerous as the number of 
designers, the maximum temperature differential 
between any ports or orifices should not exceed 50 F. 

Several approaches are feasible to design to this 
specification. 

a. Insulate either the internal 
the header. 

or external ~·]all of 

b. Install inserts or gas flo\'1 paths to raise 
temperatures uniformly at the outlets. 

c. Design variable port spacings or diameters to 
accommodate calculated temperature rises. This 
method is feasible for recycle headers but not 
air headers due to changing inlet air tempera
tures at startup. 

~1ethods a and b were tested in the Retort No. 3 air 
headers. tlethod b was successful in meeting design 
temperatures and operating goals with headers 
designed specifically for inserts. Insulation was 
installed in existing but small air headers ''lhen 
testing Method a. Resulting temperature differentials 
along the air headers reached 150 to 175 F. While 
this met design calculations, it was not suitable for 
operations. 

3. Gusseting 

Air risers were manifolded in groups of three and 
four risers for most of the experimental work in 
Retort No.3. See Figure 2. Each manifold was 
piped to one of the three air headers. See Figures 
1 and 2. 

Gusseting was required to maintain the structural 
integrity of the risers. See Figure 2. 

l-~o gusseting ,,'as reC'!uired to stabilize the manifold 
attachment to the header. 
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Initial gussets were similar to but smaller than 
the final gusset design and proved inadequate. 
Initial riser gussets were of 1/4 inch thick plate,
final gussets were 3/8 inch thick. 

Risers failed by 

a. Bending above the gusset, 

b. Twisting of the outboard riser, 

c. Failure of the gusset at the center riser. 

The final gusset stabilized the air risers. 

4. Shielding of Recycle Ports and Air Riser Slots 

a. Air Riser Slots 

No attempt was made to shield the riser slots in 
the shale bed. Slots were 7/16 inch wide, 
see Figure 2. Air flow was maintained during 
loading, startup, and operating periods. Air 
flow was discontinued during shutdowns. Slot 
areas \'lere designed to produce maximum velocities 
of 50 feet per second at operating conditions. 
These velocities ~;:rere found suitable to prevent 
shale from falling into the risers and did not 
~ppear to aggravate the spent shale size degrada
tion problem. 

b. Recycle Ports 

Recycle ports were unshielded through all of the 
early Retort No.3 operation. A baffle \'Tas 
installed in Hay 1967 over the ports to prevent 
the jet of the high velocity recycle port gas 
from size-degrading spent shale, see Figure 2. 
High gas velocities will size-degrade spent 
shale. l.fllile no evaluation was made of the effect 
of this change, its installation is recommended 
in future designs to minimize dusting. 

5. Fouling 

Fouling of recycle ports and riser orifices did occur. 
The extent is reported in Technical Memorandum No. 
67-29, "Corrosion-Erosion Program,1I Retort No.3. 

It is difficult to separate fouling on shutdown from 
fouling due to operations. 
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Observations during turnarounds, however, indicate 
that (1) the air riser orifices remained clean in 
operable tests, (2) sorneoil and shale did accumulate 
in the air risers and headersj and (3) the recycle 
header ports developed an initial coating of oil and 
dust and lost their shape, but remained open. 

C. 	 Methods of Calculating Air and Gas Distributors For 
Flow 

1. 	 Design Criteria 

The method used to size and design both riser and 
horizontal pipe distributors for proper flow is that 
published in J. H. Perry's Chemical Engineers 
Handbook, Fourth Edition - "Fluid Distribution 
Perforated Pipe Distributors." Design criteria 
suggested will develop a distributor with less than 
±5% maldistribution in discharge flows along its 
length. These design criteria are: 

a. 	 The ratio of kinetic energy of the inlet stream 
to pressure drop across the outlet holes should 
be equal to or less than 1/10 (in consistent units) 

b. 	 The ratio of the friction loss in the pipe to 
the pressure drop across the outlet holes 
should be equal to or less than 1/10 (in con
sistent units). 

2. 	 Equations For Design of the Distributor 

ao 	 Header Cross-sectional Area Determination 

Design a tentative header to carry air or recycle 
gas into the retort. The kinetic energy of the 
inlet stream (a. above) is set by the header 
area. Earlier trial and error calculations 
when designing Retort No. 2 distributors had shown 
that limiting header inlet velocities to less 
than 75 feet per second imposes reasonable 
discharge port velocities. 
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b. 	 Determination Of Limiting Heaa To Enable 
Port Diameter Size 

(1) 	 Kinetic Ener,t At Header Inlet 
(Re:f:erence 	1 


v'2

Kinetic Energy = a feet of fluid flowing2 1 

gc 

Vi = Average header inlet velocity - ft/sec 

gc == 	 Dimensional constant 
32.l7(lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 


a = Correction 	factor for average velocity 
= 1.10 

(2) 	 Pressure Loss Along Header 

Friction Loss Along Header (Reference 17) 

~hp == (4fL - 1) (Vi 2')= Loss in head between 
3D ,2gc 	 inlet and closed end 

of pipe - feet of fluid 
flowing. 

f = Fanning friction factor, dimensionless 

L = Length of header - ft 

D = Header diameter - ft 

Vi = Average inlet velocity - ft/sec 

gc = Dimensional constant 
32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 
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c. Orifice Diameter Determination 

Use the limiting head as determined above to 
calculate the proper orifice diameter. 

Orifice Flo't'l (Reference 17) 

W = Qldl = CYA 2gc (Pl-P2)dl 
, 	 (1-B4) 

Ql 	= Volumetric rate at flow conditions - cu ft/sec 

= Density at flow conditions - lb/cu ftdl (normally p) 
C =Coefficient of discharge - Air - .630 

- Recycle - .85 
(assumed due to 
rounded contour of 
ports) 

Y = Expansion factor 

A = Orifice area - sq ft 

Pl ,P2 = Pressure ~ lb(force)/sq ft 

B = Ratio of orifice/pipe diameter (normally 
beta ratio) 

gc =Dimensional constant 
32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 

(Pl-P2)/dl = Pressure drop across outlet hole 
feet of fluid flowing 


d. Check On Flow l!aldistribution Along Header 

~'1aldistribution of flow between first and last 
outlets (Reference 17). 

% l1aldistribution = 100 	 ~ _JAhOl - Ah~ 
[ AhOl-J 

AhOl = 	Head loss across first outlet - feet of 
fluid flowing 

= 	Friction loss in closed end pipe - feet 
of fluid flowing 
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These equations and constants will yield pressure
loss values well within the accuracy required to 
design distributors in accord with specified criteria. 
Cold gas flow tests in Retort No. 2 and No. 3 dis
tributors have verified uniform flow distribution 
within the ±5% limit. 

Using these equations, it is also possible to 
evaluate the effect of differences in pressure and 
temperature that will occur during operation. 
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D. Retort No. 3 Distributor Flow Design Calculations 

1. Air Distributors 

AS noted in the Summary, the flo\,I design criteria for 
both air and recycle distributors are similar. In the 
air distributing system, an orifice in each riser is 
used to proportion flow. In addition, pressure drop 
across the orifice was designed to be at least twice the 
pressure drop of the bed above the air inlet to enforce 
distribution during process upsets. (This pressure drop 
must also meet the pressure ratio criteria established 
previously. ) 

a. Flow Specifications 

600 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rate (18 T/Hr) 

5000 SCF/T air at 200 F and 12.5 psia 

b. Header Cross-Sectional Area Determination 

The first shale tested in Retort No. 3 was the 
1 to 2 1/2 inch fraction. A series of air distri 
butor layouts were developed to permit experimenta
tion with any size range of shale with minimum 
construction modifications. These layouts are 
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The configuration indi
cated on Figure 3 "Initial Installation'! was 
installed for these tests. A 36 riser layout was 
selected. Three headers were designed, each to 
carry 12 risers. Details of the header, manifold, 
and riser are shown in Figure 2. 

Air flow at 600 lbs/(hr) (ft2) shale rate = 

18 T/Hr X 5000 SCF/T 1500 SCFl1 total
60 !<lin/Hr 1:11 

Each Header - 500 SCFl1 

Actual flow at normal operating conditions 

cu ft/sec 500 SCFM X 6600 R X 14.7 psia 1:111:11 

60 Sec/Min 5200 R 12.5 psia 
12.4 cu ft/sec/header 

Use a 50 ft/sec inlet velocity to allo,'" for 
startup conditions. 

Minimum Header Area 12.4/50 = .248 sq ft1:11 

Design Header ]\.rea .25 sq ft1:11 

Equivalent Diameter of Header 0.5 ft1:11 
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c. 	 Determination of Limiting Head to Enable 
Port Diameter SIzIng 

(1) 	 Kinetic Energy at Header Inlet 

Flow 500 SCFM 6600 R 
At Condition = 60 Sec/Min X 5200 R X 

14.7 	psia
12.5 	psla = 12.4 cu ft/sec/header 

Flow 7500 SCF/T 9 T~Hr 
At Startup = 60 Mln/Hr X 60 Sec/rUn X j H r X 

300 14ass 

16600 R 14.7 psia
5200 	R X 13.0 psia = 22.5 cu ft/sec/header 

Flow = 5000 SCF/T X 9 T(Hr X 
At Startup 60 Mln/Hr X 60 SeclMin 3 Hdr 

Lineout 

~6600 R X 14 • 7 psia = 15 cu ft/sec/header200 R 3.0 pSia 

Using a header section of .25 sq ft will 
develop inlet velocities of 50 to 90 ft/sec. 

Kinetic Energy - at Condition 

Vi2KE = a 
2gc 

Vi = 12.4 cu ft/sec = 49.6 ft/sec 
.25 sq ft 

gc = 32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 

a = 1.1 

KE = 1.1 X (49.6)2= 42 ft fluid flowing
2 X 32.17 
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(2) 	 Pressure Loss Along Header and Riser 
Entry 

(a) 	 Header 

.6h III (4fL _ ~ Vi2 

p \30 'l 29c 


NRe == OVidl 
u 

9c 32.17(lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2)III 

D III .5 ft 

Vi 49.6 ft/secIII 

L == 6 ft 

,)A== CP/1488 = 	•022 lb 
1488 (ft) (sec) 

29 
dl- 360 X 14.7 X 660 .0545 lb/cfIII 

12.5 520 

NRe == .5 X 49.6 X .0545 • 91,400 
.022/1488 

f == .005 


t4 X .005 X 6 

6hp = \. 3 X .5 2 X 32.17 

6hp - -.92 X 49.62 
== 35 ft fluid gain 

64.34 

(b) 	 Entr~ to Riser 

Each header carries four manifolds with 
3 inch pipe entries. 

6hi - K Vi2 
29c 

Area of 3 inch pipe .0513 sq ftIII 

Vi == 12.4 cu ft/sec == 
I Minifolas X .0513 sq ft 
50.3 ft/sec 

K - 1.0 


9c - 32.17(lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 


6hi == K Vi2 == 1.0 X i5~'~~~17 == 56.5 ft 
29c fluid 

flowin9 
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(c) 	 Branch to Three Risers 

Each 	manifold carries three risers. 
Vi2 

6hb = K 2gc 

Area of 2 inch pipe risers 
.0233 sq ft 

K = 1 

Vi = 12.4 cu ft/sec 
12 Risers X .0233 sq ft 

44.4 ft/sec 

gc = 32.l7(lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 

44.42 
= 31 ft 	fluid~hb 	= 1 X 2 X 32.11 

£rowing 

(d) 	 Elbow 

Two 	 inch pipe elbows. 

= K Vi2bhe 2gc 

K = .45 

Vi = 44.4 ft/sec 

gc = 32.l7{lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 
4244= .45 X 2 X 32.17 = 14 f~ fluid 

rrow~ng 

(e) Total f·1aximum Pressure Drop 

6 hp = 150 ft of fluid flowing 
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d. Orifice Diameter Determination 

The limiting head was the pressure loss along 
the header. 

The ratio of Orifice Pressure DroE > 10 
Pipe Losses • 

Maximum pressure loss is in pipe header • 151 ft 

To insure uniformity - use a 20/1 ratio 

Therefore, pressure drop across orifice = 
3000 ft of fluid flowing 

Orifice Flow 
29c (P1 - P2) d1 

(1 - B4) 

01 = flow - 12.4/12 cu ft/sec/orifice 

d1 • density - .055 1b/cu ft 

C - Coefficient of discharge - .630 

Y - expansion factor 

A - Orifice area - sq ft 

P1-P2 - Pressure - (3000)(.055)-165 lb fbrce/s;r ft 

B = ratio of orifice/pipe diameter 

gc =32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 

Y = f, ~;R) R - P2/P1 = 12/13.1 - .91 

W := 

Y - f, 6-:91\. K - cplCv - 1.4 
'\ 1.4/ 

y = f~ (.06) • .97 

Assume a B (beta ratio) of .4 
~~------------------2 X 32.17 X 165 X .05512.4 X .055 = 

12 (1 - .44) 

Solving for A = .0038 sq ft = .55 sq inches orifice area 
Diameter = .835 inches 

Use an orifice diameter of .8135 inches (13/16") 

(Check of beta ratio = .8135/2.067 • .39 - O.K.) 
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e. 	 Check On Flow Maldistribution Along Header 

% Maldistribution = lOOJ~l - (3000 - 150) 
3000 

= 100 (1 - .975) 

= 2.5%, Satisfactor~ 

f. 	 Check On Required Pressure Drop Across 
Riser Orifice 

Pressure drop = 3000 ft of fluid flowing 

= 3000 X .055 X 27.7 = 32 inches of 
144 water 

This pressure drop is approximately twice the 
pressure drop to be expected at the 600 lbsl 
(hr) (ft2) shale rate above the air inlet level 
in the retort and is satisfactory. 
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2. Recycle Distributors 

a. Flow Specifications 

600 lbs/(hr) (ft2) shale rate (18 T/Hr) 

15000 SCF/T recycle gas at 220 F and 12.5 psia 

b. Header Cross-Sectional Area Determination, 

Four headers were designed to distribute recycle 
gas into the shale bed. Headers were centered on 
24 inch spacings. Using this spacing, each "end ll 

header supplied 30' of the gas, each "center" 
header supplied 20% of the gas. 

Using an inlet gas velocity limited to 75 ft/sec, 
a shaped distributor was designed. See Figure 2. 

Gas flow at 600 lbs/(hr) (ft2) shale rate 

for one end header.
-
Gas flow = 18l1tr X 15,000 SCF/T X .30 = 1350 SCFM 

60 M Ii" 

Actual flow at normal operating conditions 

• 	 1350 SCFM X 6800 R X 14.7 psia • 34.6 cu ft/sec 
60 Sec/Min 5200 R 12.5 psia 

Minimum recycle header flow area = 34.6 •• 46 sq ft
1'5 


The actual designed section = .52 sq ft 


Equivalent diameter of header = .625 ft 
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c. 	 Determination of Limiting Head to Enable 
Port biameter Sizin~ 

(1) Kinetic Energy at Beader Inlet 

Flow. 34.6 cu ft/sec 

KE IS: a Vi 2/2gc 

Vi = 	34.6 cu ft/sec/.52 ft2 66.5 ft/secIS: 

a := 1.1 


gc 32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2)
IS: 

KE • 1.1 X 66.52 75 ft fluid flowing11: 

2 X 32.17 

(2) 	 Pressure Loss Along Header 

c.h • (4fL 	_ 1\ (Vi2)
P \!t) J, 2gc 


NRe - DVidl 


o = .625 ft 


Vi =66.5 ft/sec 


L • 6 ft 


"~ = cp/1488 I: .022/1488 IS: lb/ft sec 

dl = 3 29 lbs60 cu ft X 14.7 psia X 6800 R 
12.5 	pSia 5200 R 

= .053 lb/cu ft 

gc 32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sea2)IS: 

NRe = • 625 	 X 66. 5 X • 053 = 149, 000 

.022/1488 


f .003511: 

~h .(4 X .0035 X 6 _ 1\ I 66.52 )' 

P \ 3 X .625 J ~2 X 32.17 


== (-.995) ('66.52.\ 

64.34) 


= -66 ft fluid flowing 

http:ft/sec/.52
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d. Port Diameter Det~rmination 

The limiting head was the kinetic energy at the 
header inlet. 

The ratio of Pressure Drop Across Port > 10 
Kinetic Energy Loss -= 

I~ximum pressure loss is the kinetic energy value = 
75 ft of fluid flowing 

To insure uniformity of flow - use a 20/1 ratio 

Pressure drop across orifice = 1500 ft of fluid 
flo'>ling 

Orifice Flo", 

~ =Oldl = CYAj(29C (PI-P2) dl) 
(1-B4) 

01 = flo\1 at flow conditions - cu ft/sec 

dl = density at flow conditions - Ib/cu ft 

C lit Coefficient of discharge - .85 (assumed 
due to rounded contour of ports) 

Y I: expansion factor 

A = Port area - sq ft 

Pl, P2 m pressure - Ib force/sq ft 

B lit ratio of orifice/pipe diameter 

9c = 32.17 (lb) (ft)/(lb force) (sec2) 

Gas is proportio~~d from the recycle headers in 
accord with the bed area that it serves. 

Ports were spaced on 6 inch centers on inside face 
of an "end" recycle header and 3 inch centers on 
wall side. Therefore 33 ports 'per end header. 

Recycle ports to be 1 inch diameter or less; 
therefore B4 is negligible. 

Y I: f, (l-R) R lit PA = 12/12.5= .96 
I. 

Y = f9 (1-.96) K -= cp/cy = 1.4 
1.4 01 34.6 cu ft/sec 

Y =f_ (.029) .99 
lit 

33 Portslit 

dl .053lit 

(Pl-P2) = 1500. X .053 = 80 
34.6 0 3 8 ~ X • 5 =. 5 X .99 X A~2 X 32.l7 (80) .053 

Solving for A =~055~ I: .0040 sq ft 
. 13.9 

I: .575 sq inches 

Port Diameter = .855 inches 

__U_,_s~_~ort diameter of .843 inches (27/32" drill) 
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e. Check On Flow Distribution Along Header 

, 	 Maldistribution • 100 (1 - )"'1500 - 66 )
\ 1500 / 

• 100 (1 - 97.8) 

=2.2' Ma1distribution, 
Satisfactory 
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